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Founder analysis is a method for analysis of nonrecombining DNA sequence data, with the aim of identification
and dating of migrations into new territory. The method picks out founder sequence types in potential source
populations and dates lineage clusters deriving from them in the settlement zone of interest. Here, using mtDNA,
we apply the approach to the colonization of Europe, to estimate the proportion of modern lineages whose ancestors
arrived during each major phase of settlement. To estimate the Palaeolithic and Neolithic contributions to European
mtDNA diversity more accurately than was previously achievable, we have now extended the Near Eastern, European, and northern-Caucasus databases to 1,234, 2,804, and 208 samples, respectively. Both back-migration into
the source population and recurrent mutation in the source and derived populations represent major obstacles to
this approach. We have developed phylogenetic criteria to take account of both these factors, and we suggest a
way to account for multiple dispersals of common sequence types. We conclude that (i) there has been substantial
back-migration into the Near East, (ii) the majority of extant mtDNA lineages entered Europe in several waves
during the Upper Palaeolithic, (iii) there was a founder effect or bottleneck associated with the Last Glacial Maximum, 20,000 years ago, from which derives the largest fraction of surviving lineages, and (iv) the immigrant
Neolithic component is likely to comprise less than one-quarter of the mtDNA pool of modern Europeans.

Introduction
It is generally agreed that many components of early
European farming, including domesticated emmer
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wheat, barley, sheep and goats, were introduced into
Europe from the Near East during the Neolithic, beginning some 9,000 years before the present (YBP) (Thorpe
1996). Nevertheless, there is uncertainty concerning the
nature of the spread of these components into Europe.
Two extreme hypotheses have been proposed. The replacement hypothesis suggests that the onset of agriculture was accompanied by extensive immigration by
demic diffusion from the Near East, such that most of
the gene pool of modern Europeans is derived from the
newcomers (Diamond 1997; Barbujani et al. 1998; Chikhi et al. 1998b). Many archaeologists have rejected this
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view, in favor of a model based on trade and cultural
diffusion (Dennell 1983; Barker 1985; Whittle 1996),
which would have left the gene pool of prehistoric Europe essentially autochthonous. There is clearly a spectrum of possibilities between these two extremes, including demic diffusion involving a substantial minority
of newcomers, perhaps practicing hypergamy (CavalliSforza and Minch 1997), and pioneer colonization involving fewer newcomers and a more substantial contribution from the indigenous Mesolithic population
(Zvelebil 1986, 1989; Sherratt 1994).
The study of the geographic distribution and diversity
of genetic variation, known as the “phylogeographic
approach” (Avise et al. 1987; Templeton et al. 1995),
is emerging as a useful tool for the investigation of range
expansions, migrations, and other forms of gene flow
during prehistory. It is particularly suited to the study
of nonrecombining-marker systems such as mtDNA,
which is inherited down the female line and evolves
rapidly, so that, provided that sufficient characters are
assayed, the maternal genealogy can be well resolved.
European mtDNAs fall into a number of distinct clusters, or haplogroups (Torroni et al. 1994a, 1996; Richards et al. 1998a; Macaulay et al. 1999). Most of these
clusters are clades defined by particular control-region
and/or coding-region motifs, although recurrent mutation, especially in the control region, can sometimes
erase diagnostic elements of these motifs. The major
clades are H–K, T, U3–U5, and V–X. As has been argued elsewhere (Richards et al. 1998a; Macaulay et al.
1999), the RFLP haplogroup U (Torroni et al. 1996)
subsumes both haplogroup K and a number of other
clusters (U1–U6), including several (U1, U2, and U6)
found rarely in Europe but more frequently in the Near
East and northern Africa (Macaulay et al. 1999). In
addition, lineages are occasionally seen in Europe that
belong to clusters more commonly found elsewhere,
such as members of haplogroups M from eastern Eurasia (Ballinger et al. 1992; Passarino et al. 1992, 1996;
Torroni et al. 1994b) or L1 and L2 from Africa (Chen
et al. 1995; Watson et al. 1997).
In previous work, it was suggested that much of the
extant European mtDNA lineages have their ancestry
in Late Glacial expansions within Europe (Richards et
al. 1996; Torroni et al. 1998), with only ∼10% dating
to the earliest Upper Palaeolithic settlement of the continent (Richards et al. 1998a) and with ∼<20% dating
to fresh immigrations during the early Neolithic. However, these estimates depend on a reliable determination
of founder sequence types, since the undetected presence
of ancestral heterogeneity in a colonizing population
would result in an overestimation of the age. If this were
the case, Europe could have been populated far more
recently—for example, during the Neolithic—by a
much more diverse founder population (Barbujani et al.
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1998). A limitation of the initial analysis (Richards et
al. 1996) was that it was based on a very small set of
published Near Eastern sequences—42 from the Levant
and the Arabian peninsula, mainly from the Bedouin
(Di Rienzo and Wilson 1991; Richards and Sykes 1998).
Although these sequences were difficult to assign, with
certainty, to mtDNA clusters, since they encompassed
only the first hypervariable segment (HVS-I) of the control region, they appeared to comprise mainly clusters
J and T, pre-HV, a few sequences belonging to X, M,
and L1/L2, and some probably belonging to cluster U.
There were very few or no members of the major European cluster H, which occurs at a frequency of
40%–60% in most European populations, and there
were no representatives of either its sister cluster V or
of clusters I, W, K, or U5.
More data from the Near East have been published
since this initial analysis, suggesting that the Bedouin
may be unrepresentative of Near Eastern populations.
Both Calafell et al. (1996) and Comas et al. (1996) have
presented data from Turkey. These data suggest the
presence of substantial frequencies of cluster H (although lower than that in Europe) (Torroni et al. 1998),
as well as of I, W, K, and U4, in addition to clusters
already identified in the Bedouin. Torroni et al. (1998)
also analyzed a sample of Druze from Israel, using highresolution RFLPs, and concluded that haplogroup H,
but not haplogroup V, evolved first in the Near East
and subsequently migrated into Europe. Here, we extend the Near Eastern database further, to a total of
1,234 individuals sampled from throughout the region,
including ∼500 from the vicinity of the Fertile Crescent,
where agriculture emerged from the increasingly sedentary Natufian populations at the end of the last Ice
Age (Henry 1989).
We have formalized the procedure for founder analysis, investigated the extent of confounding recurrent
gene flow between the putative source and derived populations, and developed criteria that take into account
the effects of both gene flow and recurrent mutation.
This has enabled us to provide an estimate of the contribution, to the present-day mtDNA pool, of immigration events at different times during Europe’s past.
Although previous genetic studies, using classical
markers, have inferred a demic component to the spread
of agriculture into Europe from the Near East (Menozzi
et al. 1978; Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza 1984; Sokal
et al. 1991), the present study allows us for the first
time to quantify that component realistically—at least
for maternal lineages. Furthermore, the founder analysis
using mtDNA allows us to trace lineages farther back
into prehistory, through the Last Glacial Maximum
(LGM), to the first settlement of Europe by anatomically
modern humans, almost 50,000 YBP.
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Subjects and Methods
Subjects
For the purposes of this analysis, the Near East was
taken to include the whole of Turkey, the Fertile Crescent
from Israel to western Iran, and the whole of the Arabian
peninsula (see Kuhrt 1995, p. 1). The lower Nile (Egypt
and northern Sudan) was also included, since this region
is often treated historically with the Near East and since
the HVS-I sequence data show that a large proportion
of typically Near Eastern mtDNAs have penetrated the
Nile Valley, where they coexist with sub-Saharan African
mtDNAs (Krings et al. 1999). We sampled widely in the
Near East, for several reasons. First, we wished to trace
the ancestry of European lineages as far back as 50,000
YBP. We therefore needed as wide a source-population
database as possible. Second, even though there is a particular concern with the origin of European Neolithic
lineages in this work, we did not wish to focus exclusively on the core region for the origin of agriculture in
the Fertile Crescent. This is because extensive gene flow
within the Near East since the early Neolithic may well
have dispersed founder sequence types at least as far
afield as Egypt, the southern Caucasus, and Iran.
The Near Eastern populations analyzed for sequence
variation in HVS-I of the mtDNA control region were as
follows: 80 Nubians and 67 Egyptians (Krings et al.
1999); 29 Bedouin (Di Rienzo and Wilson 1991); 43 Yemeni Jews, including 5 from the study by Di Rienzo and
Wilson (1991); 116 Iraqis, sampled from four regions of
Iraq; 12 Iranians, sampled in Iran and Germany; 69 Syrians from Damascus; 146 Jordanians (45 from the Dead
Sea region and 101 from the Amman region [V. Cabrera
and N. Karadsheh, personal communication]); 117 Israeli
Palestinians, including 8 from the study by Di Rienzo and
Wilson (1991); 45 Israeli Druze (Macaulay et al. 1999);
218 Turks from Turkey, including 74 from the studies by
Comas et al. (1996) and Calafell et al. (1996); 53 Kurds
from eastern Turkey; 191 Armenians from Armenia; and
48 Azeris from Azerbaijan.
The European populations were analyzed by a modified version of the paleo-climatological model of Gamble (1986, 1999), as described elsewhere (Richards et al.
1998a): southeastern Europe—141 Bulgarians, including 30 from the study by Calafell et al. (1996), and 92
Romanians from Maramureş (65) and Vrancea (27);
eastern Mediterranean—65 Greeks from Thessaloniki,
60 Sarakatsani from northern Greece, and 42 Albanians
(Belledi et al. 2000); central Mediterranean—49 Italians
from Tuscany (Francalacci et al. 1996; Torroni et al.
1998) and 48 from Rome, 90 Sicilians (42 from Troina
and 48 from Trapani), and 115 Sardinians, including
69 from the study by Di Rienzo and Wilson (1991);
western Mediterranean—54 Portuguese (Côrte-Real et
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al. 1996), 71 Spaniards (Côrte-Real et al. 1996), 92 Galicians (Salas et al. 1998) (156 Basques from northern
Spain, including those from the studies by Bertranpetit
et al. [1995] and Côrte-Real et al. [1996], were treated separately); Alps—70 Swiss (Pult et al. 1994), 49
South Germans from Bavaria (Richards et al. 1996), and
99 Austrians (Parson et al. 1998); north-central Europe—37 Poles, 83 Czechs, 174 Germans (Richards et
al. 1996; Hofmann et al. 1997), and 38 Danes, including
33 from the study by Richards et al. (1996); Scandinavia—32 Swedes (Sajantila et al. 1996), 231 Norwegians, including 215 from the study by Opdal et al.
(1998), and 53 Icelanders (Sajantila et al. 1995; Richards
et al. 1996); northwestern Europe—71 French, comprising 47 from northeastern France and 24 from the
CEPH database, 100 British (Piercy et al. 1993), 92 individuals from Cornwall, including 69 from the study
by Richards et al. (1996), 92 individuals from Wales
(Richards et al. 1996), and 101 individuals from western
Ireland; northeastern Europe—25 Russians from the
northern Caucasus, 36 Chuvash from Chuvashia (Russia), 163 Finns and Karelians, including 133 from the
study by Sajantila et al. (1995) and 29 from the study
by Richards et al. (1996), 149 Estonians, including 28
from the study by Sajantila et al. (1995) and 20 from
the study by Sajantila et al. (1996), and 34 Volga-Finns
(Sajantila et al. 1995); and northern Caucasus—106
northern Ossetians, 13 Chechens, 39 Kabardians, and
50 Adygei (Macaulay et al. 1999). Several published
sequences containing ambiguities were excluded. Unattributed sequence data had previously been unpublished
and were generated by the authors. HVS-I sequences
were analyzed between nucleotide positions 16090 and
16365 (in the numbering system according to Anderson
et al. [1981], which is used throughout this article), to
be able to incorporate earlier data, but new sequences
generally extended from ∼16050 to 16495, so that additional informative positions could be incorporated.
The status at nucleotide position 16482 was checked in
a number of previously analyzed samples, by use of the
restriction enzyme DdeI, in order to assign H lineages
including a transition at nucleotide position 16362 to
the subcluster with HVS-I motif 16362-16482. In order
to classify mtDNAs that did not harbor a diagnostic
haplogroup motif in their HVS-I sequence, additional
diagnostic markers were assayed, when this was possible. This screening mainly involved haplogroups H
(7025 AluI), HV (14766 MseI and/or 00073), and U (by
use of a mismatched 12308 HinfI [Torroni et al. 1996]).
By use of restriction digestion with the enzymes HaeIII
and Tsp509I, the former in conjunction with a mismatched primer, the status at nucleotide positions 11719
and 11251, respectively, was checked in 12 mtDNAs
harboring the motif 16126C-16362C, which, until now,
had been a cluster with an ambiguous position in the
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mtDNA phylogeny (Macaulay et al. 1999), being either
pre-HV or pre-JT. All samples bore the 11719G
(111718HaeIII) mutation that is characteristic of HV
(Saillard et al., in press), whereas none of them bore the
11251G (–11251Tsp509I) mutation that is characteristic of JT (Hofmann et al. 1997; Macaulay et al. 1999).
Thus, these mtDNAs were shown to constitute an early
branch in the pre-HV cluster.
mtDNA Classification
The mtDNA nomenclature has been described in detail
by Richards et al. (1998a) and Macaulay et al. (1999).
In brief, named clades of the phylogeny typically either
refer to early branchings or are distinguished by an interesting geographic distribution. Major clades, by tradition called “haplogroups,” are denoted in terms of uppercase roman letters (e.g., H, J, etc.), and nested
subclades are denoted by alternating positive integers and
lowercase roman letters (e.g., J2, J1a, J1b1, etc.). Superclades, if not denoted by a single letter (e.g., M or N),
are denoted by concatenating clade names (e.g., HV)
whenever the smallest superclade comprising those clades
is meant; the largest superclade containing those but no
other named clades receives the prefix “pre-” (e.g., preHV). Possibly paraphyletic groups coalescing in an unresolved multifurcation that exclude the named clades deriving from this coalescence are marked by an asterisk (*)
appended to the list of those named clades (e.g., HV*).
We use the term “sequence type” to refer to haplotypes of HVS-I sequences, and we use the term “lineage”
to denote an individual subject’s sequence. Hence, a particular sequence type, such as that which, within HVSI, matches the Cambridge reference sequence (CRS [Anderson et al. 1981]), might comprise several lineages, if
several individuals in a population sample display the
same sequence type. As before, we denote sequence types
in terms of the positions at which they differ from the
CRS, so that an HVS-I sequence type differing by a transition at nucleotide position 16311 is denoted “16311,”
and a type differing by transitions at nucleotide positions
16145 and 16223 and a CrG transversion at nucleotide
position 16176 is denoted “16145-16176G-16223.”
The term “founder type” denotes a sequence type that
has been carried from a source population to a derived
population. “Founder cluster” refers to the cluster that
has evolved from the founder type in the derived
population.
The phylogenetic analysis was based on the construction of reduced median networks (Bandelt et al. 1995).
These networks had to be further reduced, since we required a tree in order to perform founder analysis. For
western-Eurasian mtDNA data, combined analyses of
control-region and coding-region data have resulted in
the basal part of the phylogeny becoming clear (Ma-
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caulay et al. 1999). Assignment to major clades on the
basis of control-region data can therefore readily be
achieved with the limited amount of additional RFLP
typing described above. In the case of published data
and other samples that could not be tested for additional
markers, sequences could usually be unproblematically
assigned to clusters by use of sequence matches or related
types of known cluster. However, clear resolution within
major clades can still remain a problem, particularly
when the clades have little branching substructure. Several cases required special attention:
1. A subset of haplogroup T (referred to as “T*”
in the study by Richards et al. [1998a]) includes
the nodes 16126-16294, 16126-16294-16296, 1612616294-16296-16304, and 16126-16294-16304, which
form a four-cycle in the network, with additional ambiguity surrounding nucleotide positions 16292 and
16153 (Richards et al. 1998a). Unfortunately, comparative coding-region data have not yet helped to resolve
this four-cycle. A possible explanation for this is that
the transition at nucleotide position 16294 destabilizes
sites in its vicinity, where two runs of three cytosines are
separated by an adenine. If this were the case, the nucleotide positions 16292 and 16296 might be unstable
in this subcluster (as also has been noted by Malyarchuk
and Derenko [1999]). Instability at nucleotide position
16296 is supported by its recurrence in T1 and by nucleotide position 16146 in T*, a slowly-evolving position
that, nevertheless, occurs on both 16126-16294 and
16126-16294-16296 backgrounds; 16153 also occurs
on both backgrounds (although it appears again, clearly
resolved, on a 16126-16266-16294 background). The
basic T* network therefore is probably best resolved into
the path 16126-16294 (root), 16126-16294-16296,
16126-16294-16296-16304, and 16126-16294-16304
(since 16126-16294-16296 has higher diversity than
does 16126-16294-16304). The difficulties with nucleotide position 16296 are acute, however, so we zeroweighted this character when constructing the T* network; this suggested that the position had mutated a
minimum of 10 times within T*. This analysis also suggested that nucleotide position 16292, which might, for
the same reason, also be thought likely to be destabilized
has mutated only twice in T*. Position 16153 also appeared to have mutated only twice. Setting aside the
status at nucleotide position 16296 enabled us to distinguish additional subclusters within T: T2 (1612616294-16304), T3 (16126-16292-16294), T4 (1612616294-16324), and T5 (16126-16153-16294). These
clusters are worth delineating, since they represent some
of the main founder clusters within T. We here update
T* as the remainder of T when T1–T5 are excluded.
2. Haplogroup U5 appears to suffer instability at nucleotide position 16192 (Macaulay et al. 1999; Finnilä
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et al. 2000), resulting in a four-cycle as above. We therefore assigned the 16189-16192-16270 type to subcluster
U5b and assigned 16192-16311 to U5*. However,
16189-16192-16256-16270 was assigned to U5a1*, on
the basis of the more stable nucleotide position 16256.
3. Haplogroup K appears to suffer multiple hits at nucleotide position 16093. However, it was usually possible
to resolve 16093 transitions on the basis of additional
HVS-I information (resolving in favor of slower positions
from the list in the study by Hasegawa et al. [1993]);
therefore, this character was retained. Nevertheless, the
16093-16224-16311 type itself may well have evolved
from 16224-16311 more than once, which would account for the very low age estimate for this cluster.
4. Haplogroup H needed particular processing. We
did this by analyzing the data from cluster H site by site,
constructing reduced median networks of all sequences
containing the variant base at each site. Two criteria
were then used to evaluate which of these aggregates
formed valid clusters:
a. Connectivity.—If there was a starlike phylogeny
with an extant central node and one-step connected
derivatives, it was considered likely that the group
of sequences formed a phylogenetic cluster.
b. Relative mutation rates of sites.—If ambiguity remained after criterion (a) was employed, the clusters
were further resolved by cutting of links corresponding to positions with lower weights—that is,
with higher individual mutation rates. The weights
were assigned by counting the number of major
clusters in which the variant base occurred, as a
minimum estimate of the number of times that it
has mutated in the data set.
5. The HVS-I CRS sequence type, along with common
one-step derivatives resulting from transitions at fast
sites such as 16129, 16189, 16311, and 16362, may
belong to haplogroups H, HV, pre-HV, U, or R. For
each region, the additional typing information available was sufficient to allow us to distribute untyped
HVS-I CRS lineages among the haplogroups. This
was done on the basis of their known frequency, with
fully typed data, region by region. Typically, almost
all lineages were allocated to haplogroup H within
Europe. The HVS-I types 16129, 16189, 16311, and
16362 were treated in the same way where this was
necessary, and types that included these variants were
assigned to clusters by a favoring of slower-evolving
positions.
Founder Analysis
Here we take an approach toward the identification
of European founders that is more formal than that used
elsewhere (Richards et al. 1996). Similar kinds of analysis have been performed by Stoneking and Wilson
(1989), Stoneking et al. (1990), and Sykes et al. (1995),
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for the populations of the Pacific, and by Torroni et al.
(1993a, 1993b) and Forster et al. (1996), for the populations of the Americas. However, as a consequence of
both our larger data set and the closer genetic contact
between the Near East and Europe, it has proved necessary here to incorporate a data-processing step, to allow for the high levels of recurrent mutation and backmigration.
We identified “candidate” founders by searching for
1. identical sequence types in the Near East and Europe,
and
2. inferred matches within the Near Eastern and European phylogeny, which are either
a. unsampled types with both European and Near
Eastern derivatives, or
b. sequence types sampled only in the Near East and
whose immediate derivatives include at least one
European, or
c. sequence types sampled only in Europe and whose
immediate derivatives include at least one Near
Eastern individual.
We then developed criteria for screening out recurrent
mutation and back-migration. These criteria were designed to identify types that had most likely evolved in
the Near East and to exclude those which had migrated
there during the more recent past; the presence of derived
types in the Near East was used to distinguish the former.
We applied three levels of stringency to identify founder candidates, and we also performed analyses on the
candidate list itself (f0). Two of the levels, f1 and f2,
were threshold levels, designed particularly to minimize
the effects of recurrent mutation. Especially in the case
of a shared frequent type, a parallel mutation in both
regions, usually at a fast position, is likely to be reconstructed as a single event, so that the mtDNAs bearing
the derived state seem to be more closely related than
they are. A sequence match (either sampled or inferred)
between populations—and, hence, a false founder candidate—can result. The threshold criteria aimed to reduce the impact of this effect, by requiring that matches
should not be at the tips of the Near Eastern phylogeny:
they are required to have either one (f1) or two (f2)
branches deriving from them in the Near East. Furthermore, the derived types must connect to the founder
candidate via Near Eastern (or shared) sequence types
and not via sequence types found only in Europe. These
criteria also provide a screen against recent back-migration into the Near East, since recently back-migrated
types should also lack derivatives in the Near Eastern
population.
A weakness of this approach for detection of backmigration is that it is dependent on the frequency of the
founder cluster candidates in Europe. Clearly, for rarer
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types, the chance that back-migration or recurrent mutation will be detected is lower—and, for common types,
it is higher—so that the criteria might be both too stringent for rare clusters and too weak for common clusters.
We therefore introduced an alternative to f2, referred to
as “fs,” in which the frequency of the cluster deriving
from each candidate founder in Europe was used to scale
the number of derivatives required in the Near East in
order for the candidate to be counted as a founder type.
To this end, we rescaled the (absolute) frequency of founder candidate clusters in Europe by taking logarithms
to the base 10, rounding to the nearest integer, and
then adding 1, allowing the outcome to be 1–4. This
outcome was then used to designate the number of derivatives required in order for the candidate to qualify
as a founder. In addition, to investigate the effect of
sample size and differential back-migration into the
more peripheral Near Eastern populations, we reapplied
the fs criterion, excluding these populations (a procedure
referred to as the “fs0” analysis).
Frequency Estimates
We estimated the posterior distribution of the proportion of a group of lineages in the population, given
the sample, by using a binomial likelihood and a uniform
prior on the population proportion. From this posterior
distribution, we calculated a central 95% “credible region” (CR) (Berger 1985).
Dating and Age Classes
Having identified a list of founder types corresponding to each of these criteria, we measured the diversity
in the clusters to which they have given rise within Europe, using the statistic r, the mean number of transitions from the founder sequence type to the lineages in
the cluster (Forster et al. 1996). This is an unbiased
estimate of the time to the most common ancestor of
the cluster (TMRCA), measured in mutational units.
This value was converted to an age estimate, by use of
a mutation rate of 1 transition (between nucleotide positions 16090 and 16365) per 20,180 years (Forster et
al. 1996), which closely approximates other rates used
for HVS-I (Ward et al. 1991; Macaulay et al. 1997). If
the underlying genealogy of a cluster is starlike, we can
readily calculate the posterior distribution of its
TMRCA, given the sequence type of the ancestor, assuming a uniform prior distribution for the TMRCA and
a Poisson distribution for the mutational process. From
the (gamma-distributed) posterior, we calculated a central 95% CR. We did this for all clusters, regardless of
whether their phylogeny was starlike. When the phylogeny is markedly non-starlike, this is highlighted, since
this method is expected to underestimate considerably
the width of the true CR.
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We employed two simple Procrustean models of demographic prehistory to partition the founder clusters, under each criterion, into migration events. The first, or
“basic,” model assumes four major prehistoric migrations from the Near East to Europe: (i) early Upper Palaeolithic (EUP), 45,000 YBP; (ii) middle Upper Palaeolithic (MUP), 26,000 YBP; (iii) late Upper Palaeolithic
(LUP), 14,500 YBP; and (iv) Neolithic, 9,000 YBP. It
also employed a fifth class, at 3,000 YBP, in order to
distinguish Neolithic from more-recent migration events.
These age classes were chosen by combining archaeological and paleo-climatological information (e.g., see
Dansgaard et al. 1993; Strauss 1995) with an eyeballing
of the ages of the more common founder clusters (see
table 3 and fig. 1). These clusters appeared to fall roughly
into at least three age classes, roughly corresponding to
the beginning of the EUP, the LUP, and the Neolithic,
with some clusters falling broadly between the LUP and
the EUP. The MUP date of 26,000 YBP was chosen to
allow immigrants arriving during ∼30,000–20,000 YBP
to register, and it also corresponds to a slight climatic
improvement. The EUP and LUP dates also correspond
to more-substantial climatic ameliorations, especially the
LUP dates, which are based on the rapid onset of the
Bølling warm phase (Dansgaard et al. 1993).
With this latter point in mind, we also considered an
“extended” model, which included a Mesolithic component during the dramatic rewarming following the
Younger Dryas glacial interlude at 11,500 YBP (Dansgaard et al. 1993). This was stimulated by the suggestion, by Adams and Otte (1999), that recovery from this
brief cold period, like that from the LGM, may have led
to renewed population dispersals in Europe, possibly
including some from Near Eastern refugia. Mesolithic
events would, of course, be difficult to distinguish from
both LUP and Neolithic expansions, but the possibility
of a Mesolithic contribution should nevertheless be
borne in mind.
Our partition analysis involves making the following
assumptions: (i) each cluster can be assigned, in its entirety, to one of the proposed migration phases; (ii) each
cluster expanded in Europe, immediately after the migration event, so that, as a result, the genealogy of each
founder cluster is starlike, with a time depth closely approximating the time of the migration event; (iii) the
mutation-rate estimate is accurate; (iv) the phylogenetic
analysis has resolved all mutations; and (v) the founder
analysis has correctly identified the sequence types of the
founders. We determined the probabilities that each
founder cluster took part in each of the migration events,
on the basis of the age of the cluster. Then, given the
proportion of the modern sample contained in each cluster, we estimated the proportion of the sample (and, by
implication, the modern population of Europe) that is
derived from each migration event. In detail, the migra-
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tion-event times, tm (1 < m < M , where M p 5 for the
basic model and M p 6 for the extended model), were
first scaled by the mutation rate m; that is, tm p mtm. If
we were to know from which event a cluster derived,
then, under our assumption about the genealogy, the
sampling distribution of r would be Poisson, with the
parameter given by the total (scaled) length of the tree
(which equals the number of samples in the cluster multiplied by the scaled time of the event); that is,
pr(rFa
i
im p 1,tm ) p constant # exp[2ni(tm 2 ri lntm )] ,

where ri is the value of r for the ith cluster (1 < i < I),
ni is the sample size of the ith cluster, and aim p 1 if the
ith cluster is associated with the mth event and aim p
0 otherwise. Then, the application of Bayes’s theorem,
with an uninformative prior pr(aim p 1) p M21, yields
the posterior probability that aim p 1:
pr(aim p 1Fri ,tm ) p

exp[2ni(tm 2 ri lntm )]

O
M

mp1

exp[2ni(tm 2 ri lntm )]

.

The proportion of the total sample that is associated
with the mth event, Sm, is n21 Iip1 aim ni, where n is the
total sample size. Exploiting the distribution derived
above for aim, we evaluated the posterior mean of Sm
and the root-mean-square deviation from the mean, to
provide an overall indication of the likely contribution
of each migration to the extant mtDNA pool. We performed the analysis on the three founder lists identified
on the basis of the criteria f1, f2, and fs, as well as on
the basis of the f0 list. The analysis was repeated with
the migration dates varied by as much as 2,000 years,
to establish that this did not greatly affect the outcome.
Multiple dispersals of single sequence types are clearly a possibility, particularly for older types that are frequent in the Near East. Although most western-Eurasian
mtDNA types are rare, one in particular, the root of
haplogroup H (having the CRS in HVS-I and, hence,
referred to as “H-CRS”), is very common, accounting
for 16% of European lineages and for 6% of those from
the Near East. Since this type is as much as 30,000 years
old, it may have spread into Europe more than once. To
allow for this possibility, we removed from the partition
analysis the cluster derived from this type and then repeated the analysis. We then distributed the H-CRS cluster in Europe into the migrations, in proportion to the
overall contribution of other lineages to each migration,
while excluding the EUP, which occurred before this type
had evolved. We term this the “fsr” analysis. No other
Near Eastern type occurs at 12% of the total—except
for the K type 16224-16311 (3.0%), which is !25,000
years old.
Members of haplogroups of eastern-Eurasian and Af-

O

rican origin were excluded from these analyses, as “erratics”—that is, occasional migrants rather than parts
of major range expansions. Few of these types occur
more than once. We also excluded possible members of
R1, R* (Macaulay et al. 1999), and N* (see below).
These sets of lineages lack informative HVS-I markers,
and, in the absence of additional RFLP typing, which
was not possible for data assembled from the literature,
they could not be unambiguously identified. However,
they are extremely rare in Europe, amounting to !1%
of the lineages.
Results
mtDNA in the Near East
Table 1 shows frequencies and age estimates of the
main mtDNA haplogroups that occur in the Near East
and Europe. These clusters are restricted primarily to
Europe and the Near East (western Eurasia). WesternEurasian lineages are found at moderate frequencies as
far east as central Asia (Comas et al. 1998) and are found
at low frequencies in both India (Kivisild et al. 1999a)
and Siberia (Torroni et al. 1998), but, in these cases,
only restricted subsets of the western-Eurasian haplogroups have been found, suggesting that they are most
probably the result of secondary expansions from the
core Near Eastern/European zone.
The ages are estimates of the TMRCA of each cluster.
Since these clusters are largely restricted to Europe and
the Near East, they are likely to have originated in either
one or the other region and to have subsequently dispersed into the other. In this case, there may be an overall
reduction in the diversity of a cluster in the region that
was settled, which gives an indication of the direction
of gene flow, although this will not automatically be the
case, depending on the diversity carried from the source.
If this were the case, the older of the two age estimates
would be a better estimate of the age of the cluster; the
estimate for the younger population then would be
rather meaningless. A founder analysis would be necessary to date the migration event.
As table 1 indicates, a number of the major haplogroups have greater diversities in the Near East than in
Europe. This is the case for haplogroups H, J, and T,
for which the central 95% CRs of their TMRCAs in the
Near East and Europe do not overlap. Haplogroup U
appears to be similar in age in both Europe and the Near
East and has ancient geographically specific subclusters.
In these two regions, haplogroups I, W, and X are also
indistinguishable, possibly as a result of their low sample
sizes. We also calculated haplogroup diversity in the
northern-Caucasian samples; however, although high,
these values cannot be very meaningfully converted into
age estimates, since the cluster phylogenies in this region

Table 1
Estimated Frequencies and Ages of Major Haplogroups and Their Major Subclusters, in the Near East and Europe
NEAR EASTERN SAMPLE
HAPLOGROUP
a
OR SUBCLUSTER
HV
H
V
HV1
pre-HV
J
T
T1
U
K
U1a
U1b
U2
U3
U4
U5
U7
N1b
I
W
X
a

ANCESTRAL SEQUENCE TYPE
HVS-I

IN

CRS
CRS
16298
16067
16126-16362
16069-16126
16126-16294
16126-16163-16186-16189-16294
CRS
16224-16311
16189-16249
16249-16327
16129C-16189-16362
16343
16356
16270
16318T
16145-16176G-16223
16129-16223
16223-16292
16189-16223-16278

No. of Lineages (95%
CR for Proportion)
376
302
6
29
44
116
121
50
269
63
29
11
10
62
21
22
13
19
20
20
36

(.280–.331)
(.222–.270)
(.002–.011)
(.016–.034)
(.027–.048)
(.079–.112)
(.083–.116)
(.031–.053)
(.196–.242)
(.040–.065)
(.016–.034)
(.005–.016)
(.004–.015)
(.039–.064)
(.011–.026)
(.012–.027)
(.006–.018)
(.010–.024)
(.011–.025)
(.011–.025)
(.021–.040)

EUROPEAN SAMPLE

95% CR for Age
(YBP)

Phylogeny

24,300–29,000
23,200–28,400
9,500–43,900
11,300–24,800
18,600–31,800
42,400–53,700
41,900–52,900
16,700–28,400
50,400–58,300
15,500–25,500
17,000–33,100
14,000–40,800
14,000–42,300
16,300–26,600
16,300–35,500
46,000–75,000
23,900–53,600
8,900–24,900
32,300–58,400
18,000–38,400
13,700–26,600

Starlike
Starlike
Starlike
Starlike
Starlike
Non-starlike
Non-starlike
Starlike
Starlike
Non-starlike
Starlike
Starlike
Non-starlike
Starlike
Starlike
Non-starlike
Non-starlike
Starlike
Non-starlike
Starlike
Starlike

No. of Lineages in European
95% CR for Age
Sample (95% CR for Proportion)
(YBP)
1,464
1,300
128
9
12
261
229
64
607
159
12
2
18
26
84
257
7
8
59
54
42

(.504–.541)
(.445–.482)
(.039–.054)
(.002–.006)
(.002–.007)
(.083–.104)
(.072–.092)
(.018–.029)
(.201–.232)
(.049–.066)
(.002–.007)
(.000–.003)
(.004–.010)
(.006–.014)
(.024–.037)
(.081–.103)
(.001–.005)
(.001–.006)
(.016–.027)
(.015–.025)
(.011–.020)

20,700–22,800
19,200–21,400
11,100–16,900
22,200–58,300
15,400–41,600
22,000–27,400
33,100–40,200
6,100–12,800
53,600–58,900
12,900–18,300
20,500–49,900
2,400–56,200
23,600–48,000
11,900–26,800
16,100–24,700
45,100–52,800
11,900–45,400
21,100–59,300
27,200–40,500
17,100–28,400
17,000–30,000

Phylogeny
Starlike
Starlike
Starlike
Starlike
Starlike
Non-starlike
Non-starlike
Starlike
Starlike
Non-starlike
Starlike
Starlike
Starlike
Starlike
Non-starlike
Non-starlike
Non-starlike
Starlike
Non-starlike
Starlike
Starlike

Subclusters of haplogroups are indented. The less common haplogroups are not shown in this table; they account for 213 of the 1,234 Near Eastern lineages (95% CR p
.153–.195) and for 68 of the 2,804 European lineages (95% CR p .019–.031). Also excluded are the northern-Caucasian samples.
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are markedly non-starlike, evidently displaying drift
onto rare sequence types, often near the tips of the phylogenies. Although the Caucasian data are therefore difficult to interpret, the presence there of cluster distributions that are similar to those of Europe and the Near
East should caution us that both Europe and the Near
East could have been populated from a third region,
perhaps closer to either the extant Caucasian population
or other populations in eastern Europe. More-recent incursions from eastern Europe, particularly during the
Bronze Age, are also likely to have taken place.
Most of the major western-Eurasian clades (Macaulay
et al. 1999, table 2) occur in the Near East at a frequency
of >1%. In addition to these, we here define U7 (HVSI motif 16318T [Kivisild et al. 1999a]), HV1 (HVS-I
motif 16067), and a clade in pre-HV (HVS-I motif
16126-16362). We subdivide the haplogroup N defined
by 10873T (110871MnlI) (Quintana-Murci et al.
1999), which encompasses almost all Eurasian mtDNAs
(including haplogroups A, B, F, H–J, K, R, and T–Y)
that do not fall into haplogroup M. A subcluster N1,
characterized by 10238C (110237HphI), can be identified (Kivisild et al. 1999b) that includes haplogroup I
and that has distinct subclusters: N1a (tentative HVS-I
motif 16147A/G–16172-16223-16248-16355), N1b
(probable HVS-I motif 16145-16176G-16223), and N1c
(probable HVS-I motif 16223-16265). Another N subcluster with HVS-I motif 16223-16257A-16261 has a
predominantly eastern-Eurasian distribution. HV1, the
specific clade of pre-HV, N1a–c, and U7 all occur at low
frequency in the northern-Caucasian sample. If we enumerate named subclusters of mtDNA clades in the Near
East, Europe, and the Caucasus, we also find more in
the Near East than in either of the other two regions,
again supporting a Near Eastern origin for the main
clusters.
The principal exception is cluster V, which seems to
have expanded within Europe ∼13,000 YBP (Torroni et
al. 1998). Cluster U5 is an additional unusual case. Although U5 occurs at ∼2% in the Near East, its phylogeography, as we discuss below, suggests that it evolved
mainly within Europe during the past ∼50,000 years.
Haplogroups V and U5 occur in the Near East at ∼11%
and ∼19%, respectively, of their European frequencies,
in most cases as occasional haplotypes that are derived
from European lineages. These can be regarded as “erratics,” in the same way that African and eastern-Eurasian types can be regarded as such in Europe.
Cluster H is the most frequent cluster in the Near
East, as it is in Europe; nevertheless, it is present at a
frequency of only 25% (95% CR p .222–.270) in the
Near East, compared with 46% (95% CR p
.445–.482) in Europeans as a whole. It occurs in the
northern Caucasus at a frequency of ∼25% (95% CR
p .200–.318). It is almost absent in certain popula-
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tions, such as the Arabians and the Saami (Sajantila et
al. 1995). The age estimate for H in the Near East is
23,200–28,400 years. This is significantly older than
its age estimate in Europe (19,200–21,400 years) and
perhaps gives an indication of the TMRCA of haplogroup H.
A similar picture emerges with regard to the sister
haplogroups, T and J, which both date to ∼50,000 YBP
in the Near East but more-recent dates in Europe. Cluster J reaches its highest frequencies in Arabia (25% in
the Bedouin and Yemeni [95% CR .165–.361]), alongside equally exceptional frequencies of the specific clade
within pre-HV (22% [95% CR .142–.331]), perhaps as
a result of the same founder effects or low population
sizes that appear to have excluded or eliminated cluster
H from the Arabian peninsula. Arabia is by far the most
distinctive region in the Near East, and it is notable that
the Bedouin and Yemeni populations would appear to
have a common origin, as judged on the basis of their
striking similarity in unusual cluster frequencies. Haplogroup U, which is 150,000 years old in the Near East
and which harbors both specific European (U5), northern-African (U6 [Rando et al. 1998; Macaulay et al.
1999]), and Indian (U2i [Kivisild et al. 1999a]) components, each dating to ∼50,000 YBP, occurs in both
Arabia and the northern Caucasus and, indeed, throughout the Near East.
There is in the Near East a moderate frequency of
clusters originating in Africa (even when Egypt and Nubia—where the frequency of lineages of African origin
is obviously higher—are excluded from the Near Eastern
sample): ∼1% L1, ∼1% L2, and !3% African L3* (distinguished from the Eurasian haplogroups M and N, at
nucleotide positions 10400 and 10873, respectively
[Quintana-Murci et al. 1999]). The cluster M1, usually
found in eastern Africa (Passarino et al. 1998; QuintanaMurci et al. 1999), also occurs at !1%. Thus, sub-Saharan African input in the Near East amounts to ∼5%,
rather less than our estimates of gene flow from Europe.
There are also !1% northern-African U6 mtDNAs.
There are even fewer eastern-Eurasian lineages represented, amounting to ∼2% in total: 3 individuals with
haplogroup A, 4 with B, 7 with C (or pre-C), 2 with F,
1 from N*, 1 with Y, and 10 additional potential members of the eastern-Eurasian haplogroup M, some of
which may be D (Torroni et al. 1993b). As in the case
of Africa, these are probably attributable to fairly recent
gene flow. Most of them would imply incursions from
central/eastern Asia, and their occurrence in Turkey,
Greece, Bulgaria, and the Caucasus, as well as in both
the Saami and northeastern Europe, implies that they
may be the result of historically attested migrations into
these areas.

Table 2
Founder Status of All Founder Candidate Sequence Types, under Five Different Criteria
FOUNDER STATUS,

FOR

CRITERIONa

f0

f1

f2

fs

fs0

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

HAPLOGROUP
SUBCLUSTER

OR

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

HVS-I SEQUENCE TYPEb
0
16092
16092-16311
16111
16129
16172
16189
16189-16311
16212
16244
16284
16289
16311
16362
16192-16304
16207-16304
16210-16304
16304
16304-16327
16304-16362
16256-16295-16352
16256-16311-16352
16256-16352
16218-16328A
16092-16293-16311
16293-16311
16291
16162
16162-16172
16148-16256-16319
16256
16093-16293
16293
16111-16362-16482
16129-16362-16482
16362-16482
16093
16318T
16176
16209
16213
16218
16192
16222
16240
16278
16261
16263
16274
16286
16287
16295
16265-16298
16298
16354
16355
16234
16093-16265
16265
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Table 2 (continued)
FOUNDER STATUS,
f0

f1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

f2

FOR

CRITERIONa
fs

fs0

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

HAPLOGROUP
SUBCLUSTER

OR

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV
HV1
HV1
HV1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J1
J1
J1
J1a
J1a
J1b
J1b
J1b1
J2
J2
J2
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
N

HVS-I SEQUENCE TYPEb
16150-16192
16248
16356
16266
16266-16311
16266-16311-16362
16145
16188G
16288-16362
16357
0
16129
16129-16221
16172-16311
16221
16311
16362
16067
16067-16311
16067-16355
16129-16223
16129-16172-16223-16311
16129-16223-16311
16129-16223-16311-16362
16223-16311
16129-16148-16223
16129-16223-16311-16319
16129-16223-16270-16311-16319-16362
16069-16126
16069-16126-16145
16069-16126-16148
16069-16126-16189
16069-16126-16193-16256-16300-16309
16069-16126-16241
16069-16126-16300
16069-16126-16311
16069-16126-16319
16069-16126-16145-16172-16261
16069-16126-16145-16261
16069-16126-16261
16069-16126-16145-16189-16231-16261
16069-16126-16145-16231-16261
16069-16126-16145-16222-16261
16069-16126-16145-16222-16261-16274
16069-16126-16145-16172-16222-16261
16069-16126-16193
16069-16126-16193-16278
16069-16126-16193-16311
16093-16224-16234-16311
16189-16224-16311
16224-16234-16311
16224-16291-16311
16224-16304-16311
16224-16311
16093-16189-16224-16311
16093-16224
16093-16224-16278-16311
16093-16224-16311
16223
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Table 2 (continued)
FOUNDER STATUS,
f0

f1

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

f2

FOR

CRITERIONa
fs

fs0

N1a
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

HAPLOGROUP
SUBCLUSTER

OR

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

N1a
N1b
N1b
N1b
N1b
N1c
pre-HV
pre-HV
pre-HV
pre-HV
pre-HV
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T1
T2
T2
T3
T3
T3
T4
T5
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U1a
U1a
U1a
U1a
U1a
U1a
U1b
U2
U2
U2
U3
U3
U3
U3
U3
U3
U3
U3
U4
U4
U4
U4

HVS-I SEQUENCE TYPEb
16147A-16172-16223-16248-1632016355
16147A-16172-16223-16248-16355
16126-16145-16176G-16223
16128G-16145-16176G-16223-16311
16145-16176G-16223
16145-16176G-16223-16256
16201-16223-16265
16114-16126-16362
16126
16126-16264-16362
16126-16355-16362
16126-16362
16126-16189-16294-(16296)
16126-16189-16294-(16296)-16298
16126-16192-16294-(16296)
16126-16291-16294-(16296)
16126-16294-(16296)
16126-16294-(16296)-16311
16126-16294-(16296)-16362
16126-16163-16186-16189-16294
16093-16126-16294-(16296)-16304
16126-16294-(16296)-16304
16126-16146-16292-16294-(16296)
16126-16189-16292-16294-(16296)
16126-16292-16294-(16296)
16126-16294-(16296)-16324
16126-16153-16294-(16296)
0
16129-16189-16234
16189
16189-16234
16189-16234-16324
16189-16362
16311
16362
16092-16189-16249
16129-16189-16249-16288
16129-16189-16249-16288-16362
16189-16249
16189-16249-16288
16189-16249-16362
16111-16249-16327
16129C-16189-16256
16129C-16189-16256-16362
16129C-16189-16362
16093-16343
16189-16343
16193-16249-16343
16260-16343
16301-16343
16311-16343
16343
16168-16343
16179-16356
16223-16356
16356
16356-16362
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Table 2 (continued)
FOUNDER STATUS,
f0

f1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

f2
•

FOR

CRITERIONa
fs

fs0

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

HAPLOGROUP
SUBCLUSTER

OR

U4
U5
U5
U5a
U5a1
U5a1
U5a1
U5a1
U5a1
U5a1a
U5a1a
U5a1a
U5b
U5b
U5b1
U7
U7
U7
V
V
V
V
V
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

HVS-I SEQUENCE TYPEb
16134-16356
16270
16270-16296
16187-16192-16270
16093-16192-16256-16270-16291
16189-16192-16256-16270
16192-16256-16270
16192-16256-16270-16291
16192-16256-16270-16311
16189-16256-16270
16256-16270
16256-16270-16295
16189-16270
16189-16270-16311
16144-16189-16270
16318T
16309-16318C
16309-16318T
16216-16261-16298
16239-16298
16274-16298
16298
16298-16311
16093-16223-16292
16129-16223-16292
16172-16223-16231-16292
16223-16292
16223-16292-16295
16192-16223-16292-16325
16223-16292-16325
16093-16189-16223-16278
16126-16189-16223-16278
16189-16223-16248-16278
16189-16223-16265-16278
16189-16223-16274-16278
16189-16223-16278
16189-16223-16278-16293
16189-16223-16278-16344
16189-16278

a

Founder clusters are indicated by bullets (•).
Parentheses denote that, as discussed in the Subjects and Methods section, nucleotide position 16296
in haplogroup T is unstable, making the state of this position in the founder sequence uncertain. Sequence
types that are formally founders but whose clusters are empty in the European sample are not included.
b

Back-Migration from Europe
Recent back-migration can be estimated by an examination of the presence, in the Near East, of clusters
that are most likely to have evolved within Europe. Haplogroup U5 is very ancient (∼50,000 years old) in both
Europe and the Near East, but it occurs more sporadically in the Near East and is absent from Arabia. In the
Near East, it is largely restricted to peripheral populations (Turks, Kurds, Armenians, Azeris, or Egyptians):
only three individuals from the core Near Eastern regions (namely, the Fertile Crescent and Arabia) harbor
U5 sequence types; of these, one is the root sequence
type, whereas the other two are members of the highly

derived subcluster U5a1a (for the nomenclature for U5,
see table 2). Overall, 8 of 22 Near Eastern U5 types are
members of this highly derived subcluster, and an additional 6 are members of the next-most-derived subcluster, U5a1*. There are four members of U5b, one
member of U5a*, and only three members of U5*. Moreover, these Near Eastern types are frequently derivatives
of European intermediate types: one Egyptian type is
derived from a Basque type, and many Armenian and
Azeri types are derived from European and northernCaucasian types. Therefore, whereas the U5 root sequence type (16270) could conceivably have originated
in the Near East and have spread to Europe ∼50,000
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YBP, with recurrent back-migration ever since, a European origin for the U5 cluster seems just as probable. In
either case, the U5 cluster itself would have evolved essentially in Europe. U5 lineages, although rare elsewhere
in the Near East, are especially concentrated in the
Kurds, Armenians, and Azeris. This may be a hint of a
partial European ancestry for these populations—
not entirely unexpected on historical and linguistic
grounds—but may simply reflect their proximity to the
Caucasus and the steppes. Of the Near Eastern lineages,
1.8% (95% CR p .012–.027) are members of U5, in
contrast to 9.1% (95% CR p .081–.103) in Europe; in
the core region of Syria-Palestine through Iraq, the proportion falls to 0.5% (95% CR p .002–.015). Overall,
this suggests the presence of as much as 20% of backmigrated mtDNA in the Near East but only ∼6% in the
core region.
It seems likely that haplogroup V also originated
within Europe and subsequently spread eastward (Torroni et al. 1998), although its lower diversity provides
less opportunity to differentiate lineages by their ages.
A slightly lower figure for back-migration is obtained
when V is used: 0.5% (95% CR p .002–.011) of samples in the Near East (in Turkey, Azerbaijan, and Syria)
versus 4.6% (95% CR p .039–.054) in Europe, suggesting a value of ∼11% back-migrants overall. Again,
two-thirds of these back-migrants are in either Turkey
or the southern Caucasus, which reduces the estimate
for the core region to ∼8%. Given the small sample sizes
involved and the resulting uncertainties in the estimates,
these values are in good agreement with the figure estimated when U5 is used, especially since haplogroup V
is both rarer in eastern Europe (whence much of the
back-migration is likely to have originated) than in western Europe (Torroni et al. 1998) and of more recent
origin than U5. Hence, the scale of back-migration is
considerable. It needs to be taken into account as a major
factor in the founder analysis and also suggests that it
will be worthwhile to compare a founder analysis based
only on the core regions versus a founder analysis based
on the Near Eastern data as a whole.
Founder Analysis
Identification of founders.—A total of 2,736 of 2,804
lineages in Europe could be assigned to haplogroups of
western-Eurasian origin; of the remaining 68, “erratic”
lineages, there were likely members of African (19),
north-African (6), and eastern-Eurasian (22) clusters, the
remainder being either members of R (7), ambiguous
between (African) L3* and (Eurasian) N* (11), or unclassified (3). Table 2 shows all of the candidate types
for European founders, as well as their founder status
under the various founder criteria. There were 210 founder-candidate types (referred to as “f0”). Of these, 134
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were types shared by Europe and the Near East, and the
remaining 76 were inferred matches. A total of 134 founders were identified by use of the f1 criterion; 58 by the
more stringent, f2 criterion; and 106 by the more flexible, fs criterion. Under the fs criterion only, the root
types of both haplogroup V and haplogroup U5 were
excluded as founders. U5 is very likely to be of indigenous European origin (see above). Within U5, types that
qualified as founders could have back-migrated into the
Near East sufficiently long ago to have contributed to
subsequent dispersals into Europe (as, e.g., the root types
of U5a1 or U5a1a), or they may represent cases in which
the founder criteria have not winnowed out simple backmigrants. U5a1 and U5a1a lineages in Europe may,
therefore, have been derived from either indigenous European or redispersing Near Eastern types. (Although
this may be true for U5a1a, U5a1 is an implausible founder cluster, since its “Near Eastern” distribution is accounted for primarily by the southern Caucasus, where
only a few derived types occur. Since related derived
types are also quite common in the northern Caucasus,
U5a1 seems likely to have arrived from Europe via the
northern Caucasus, fairly recently. This being the case,
the fs0 analysis would provide a better estimate for the
EUP component than would be provided by fs.) Haplogroup V is also thought likely to have evolved in Europe (Torroni et al. 1998), and, again, a number of the
Near Eastern V sequence types could be identified as
derivatives of European types. This outcome suggests
that the fs criterion indeed performs better than the
threshold criteria f1 and f2. The fs0 analysis, performed
by applying the fs criterion when the more peripheral
Near Eastern populations (Egyptians, Turks, Kurds, Armenians, and Azeris) are excluded, resulted in 72
founders.
The 95% CRs of the ages of the more common founders under each criterion are given in table 3. Figure 1
shows the major founders and also indicates the age
classes of the migration models. There are two major
founders associated with the Neolithic (the root types
of J and T1), several with the LUP (the root types of T,
T2, and K and the H-16304 type), and several with
somewhat earlier dates through the LUP and MUP (the
root types of H, U4, I, and HV); and the root type of
U is associated with the EUP. Note that, although, in
the partition analysis, the H-CRS founder would be
firmly associated with the LUP, it is in fact somewhat
older than the Bølling rewarming, suggesting an earlier
MUP immigration as well. It is also worth noting that,
although several 95% CRs overlap the Mesolithic, only
one of the 50% CRs does. The figure therefore provides
some provisional support for the age classes in the basic
model—but rather little support for the extended model
with a Mesolithic migration.
Partition analyses.—Table 4 shows the results of the

Table 3
Ages of the Major Founder Clusters Identified under Four Different Criteria
f0
HAPLOGROUP
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
HV
V
I
I
J
J1
J1a
K
K
T
T1
T2
U
U3
U4
U4
U5
U5a1c
U5a1ac
U5b
W
X
Overall (95% CR)
a

ANCESTRAL SEQUENCE TYPEa

Proportion

0
16304
16293-16311b
16291
16162
16362-16482
16093
16261
16354
0b
16298
16129-16223b
16129-16223-16311
16069-16126
16069-16126-16261
16069-16126-16145-16231-16261
16224-16311
16093-16224-16311
16126-16294
16126-16163-16186-16189-16294
16126-16294-16304
0
16343
16356
16134-16356
16270b
16192-16256-16270
16256-16270
16189-16270
16223-16292
16189-16223-16278

.212–.243
.028–.042
.006–.014
.008–.016
.009–.017
.003–.009
.008–.015
.006–.014
.005–.012
.000–.003
.035–.050
.005–.012
.002–.007
.047–.064
.005–.012
.005–.012
.036–.051
.006–.013
.011–.020
.018–.029
.023–.036
.007–.014
.002–.007
.012–.021
.005–.011
.015–.025
.021–.033
.006–.014
.016–.026
.008–.016
.007–.014
.689–.723

f1
Age
(YBP)

8,300–10,400
10,100–16,500
5,400–16,300
13,200–27,100
5,400–14,700
4,600–19,400
5,600–15,800
6,500–18,200
4,200–15,000
0–30,200
9,600–15,300
3,800–14,500
6,900–26,500
5,100–8,700
1,000–8,000
1,000–7,700
9,100–14,600
1,400–8,600
3,100–9,700
6,100–12,800
9,200–16,100
13,400–28,300
400–9,400
4,800–12,200
13,900–32,400
28,100–42,200
14,400–23,200
2,200–10,100
13,100–22,900
8,200–19,500
9,700–23,100

Proportion
.288–.322
.032–.046
.010–.019
.008–.016
.009–.017
.004–.011
.008–.015
.006–.014
.005–.012
.001–.004
.038–.054
.005–.012
.007–.014
.053–.071
.005–.012
.007–.014
.037–.052
.007–.014
.011–.021
.018–.029
.024–.036
.007–.014
.004–.009
.016–.027
.005–.011
.015–.025
.023–.036
.007–.014
.017–.028
.010–.019
.009–.017
.814–.842

f2
Age
(YBP)

11,500–13,600
10,900–17,200
16,100–29,400
13,200–27,100
5,400–14,700
9,700–26,300
5,600–15,800
6,500–18,200
4,200–15,000
11,400–52,700
11,100–16,900
3,800–14,500
13,900–29,400
6,900–10,900
1,000–8,000
2,600–10,800
9,300–14,800
2,600–10,800
3,600–10,400
6,100–12,800
9,300–16,200
13,400–28,300
5,200–19,900
8,500–16,500
13,900–32,400
28,000–42,200
15,600–24,300
2,600–10,800
13,400–22,900
11,600–23,400
12,000–24,700

Proportion
.367–.403
.032–.046
.010–.019
…
…
.005–.011
…
.006–.014
…
.007–.014
.039–.054
.016–.026
…
.054–.072
.005–.012
.007–.014
.040–.056
.007–.014
.019–.030
.018–.029
.024–.036
.009–.017
.005–.012
.024–.037
…
.041–.057
.023–.036
.007–.015
…
.010–.019
.011–.020
.897–.918

fs
Age
(YBP)

15,300–17,500
10,900–17,200
16,100–29,400
…
…
10,000–26,200
…
6,500–18,200
…
22,000–40,700
11,100–16,900
26,900–40,300
…
7,400–11,400
1,000–8,000
2,600–10,800
10,800–16,400
2,600–10,800
10,900–19,200
6,100–12,800
9,300–16,200
15,500–29,600
11,400–27,100
16,100–24,700
…
32,600–41,800
15,600–24,300
3,800–12,800
…
11,600–23,400
17,000–30,000

Proportion
.360–.396
.032–.046
.010–.019
…
…
.004–.011
…
.006–.014
…
.046–.063
…
.013–.023
…
.053–.071
.005–.012
.007–.014
.039–.054
.006–.014
.017–.028
.018–.029
.024–.036
.049–.066
.004–.009
.024–.037
…
…
.023–.036
.007–.014
…
.010–.019
.009–.017
.870–.894

Age
(YBP)
15,000–17,200
10,900–17,200
16,100–29,400
…
…
9,700–26,300
…
6,500–18,200
…
29,300–37,600
…
19,900–32,700
…
6,900–10,900
1,000–8,000
2,600–10,800
10,000–15,500
2,200–10,100
9,600–17,700
6,100–12,800
9,300–16,200
44,600–54,400
5,200–19,900
16,100–24,700
…
…
15,600–24,300
2,600–10,800
…
11,600–23,400
12,000–24,700

Major founder cluster (with a frequency, in either the f1, f2, or fs analyses, of 10.6%).
Markedly non-starlike phylogeny.
c
May be a reentrant into Europe, having evolved in Europe, migrated to the Near East, and remigrated to Europe; thus, the European sample may be a palimpsest of indigenous lineages
and redispersed Near Eastern ones.
b
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Figure 1
Age ranges for major founder clusters—namely, those comprising >40 lineages (which comprise 76% of the European data
set), under the fs criterion. The proportion of lineages in each cluster is indicated. The 95% (50%) CRs for the age estimates of each cluster
are shown by white (black) bars. The age classes used in the partition analysis are also indicated. Since the U* founder cluster (incorporating
U5 under fs) is very non-starlike, its CRs are certainly underestimated. Although frequent, the cluster U5a1 is not shown, since it is probably
of European origin, as discussed in the text.

partitioning analysis. For the f0 results first, with no
allowance for back-migration, the first point to note is
a value of 16% for recent gene flow. This is similar to
the values that we estimated for back-migration into the
Near East when haplogroups U5 and V were used
(above). The value falls to 2%–6% in the subsequent
analyses, in which most of the recently migrated lineages
are reapportioned into the earlier dispersal events.
When the f0 partition analysis and the basic model
were used, the age class with the most lineages was the
Neolithic. This was also the case with the extended
model, although the Neolithic contribution fell slightly,
and a large component was attributed to the putative
Mesolithic dispersal. However, the f1 analysis gave a
quite different picture. When the basic model was used,
the Neolithic contribution fell considerably, and the LUP
rose, to become the majority component. For the extended model, much of the LUP contribution and some
of the Neolithic contribution were taken up by the Mesolithic migration, which became the most significant migration (for the only time) under this criterion. For the
more stringent f2 analysis, under the basic model, the
Neolithic component fell further, and the LUP rose
again. This pattern was repeated under the extended
model.
Under f0, f1, and f2, the EUP component was 2%–6%
and was contributed essentially by subsets of haplogroup
U5. However, the other categories were rather unstable.
We therefore applied the frequency-scaled criterion, fs.
Although the number of founders identified by use of
this criterion was closer to the number identified for f1
than to that identified for f2, the result of the partition

analysis (under both the basic model and the extended
model) was closer to that for f2. We based our subsequent analyses on the fs criterion.
We varied the dates of the basic model used for the
partition analyses, to ensure that the outcomes were not
crucially dependent on the value used. The analysis was
most sensitive to the dates assigned to the Neolithic and
the LUP: these are closest to each other in time and,
hence, most easily confounded. However, even the placement of the LUP at 17,000 YBP had only a minor effect:
the Neolithic contribution rose by !3%, the MUP fell
slightly, and the LUP was more or less unchanged (data
not shown).
It is possible to summarize the most likely contributing
founders to each migration (see fig. 1). In the fs analyses,
the principal Neolithic founder clusters were members
of haplogroup J (in particular, the clusters based on the
root sequence types of J and of J1a), T1, U3, and a few
subclusters of H and W. The main contributors to the
LUP expansions were the major subclusters of haplogroup H (including those derived from the H-CRS,
16304, and 16362-16482), K, T*, T2, W, and X. The
main components of the MUP were HV*, U1, possibly
U2, and U4, and the main component of the EUP was
U. In the extended analysis, the Mesolithic component
arose mainly from the reallocation of parts of haplogroup T.
Robustness of outcomes.—To investigate the effect of
sample size and differential back-migration into the
more peripheral Near Eastern populations (Egyptians,
Turks, Kurds, and southern Caucasians), we performed
the fs0 analysis by excluding these populations and, using
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Table 4
Percentage, of Extant European mtDNA Pool, Derived, in Each Migration Event, from Near Eastern Founder Lineages
MEAN 5 ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE ERROR, OF CONTRIBUTION,
(%)
MIGRATION EVENT
Basic model:
Bronze Age/recent
Neolithic
LUP
MUP
EUP
Extended model:
Bronze Age/recent
Neolithic
Mesolithic
LUP
MUP
EUP

f0

f1

f2

FOR

CRITERIONa
fs0

fs

fsr

16.3
48.5
25.1
5.8
1.8

5
5
5
5
5

1.2
3.5
3.5
1.5
1.0

5.9
21.8
58.8
9.3
1.7

5
5
5
5
5

1.2
3.1
3.4
2.1
1.0

2.6
12.4
63.7
12.8
6.0

5
5
5
5
5

.7
1.6
2.6
2.3
.7

4.0
13.3
58.8
14.6
6.9

5
5
5
5
5

.9
2.0
2.8
2.2
.5

2.7
11.9
55.4
11.0
16.5

5
5
5
5
5

.7
1.9
1.9
.9
.5

7
23
36
25
7

15.2
41.5
18.5
15.4
5.3
1.7

5
5
5
5
5
5

1.2
3.0
4.1
3.6
1.5
1.0

5.1
16.5
45.2
20.3
8.8
1.6

5
5
5
5
5
5

1.2
2.8
5.9
5.8
2.1
1.0

2.4
10.1
9.6
56.9
12.6
6.0

5
5
5
5
5
5

.8
2.5
4.6
4.5
2.3
.7

3.6
10.7
10.8
51.2
14.4
6.8

5
5
5
5
5
5

.9
2.6
4.0
4.0
2.2
.5

2.5
9.7
9.5
48.6
10.8
16.5

5
5
5
5
5
5

.7
2.5
4.0
3.5
.9
.5

6
18
19
23
25
7

a
Calculated as described in the Subjects and Methods section. No error estimates are shown for fsr because the (intuitively
large) uncertainty introduced by the repartitioning process is hard to assess. Some (2.4%) of lineages (“erratics”) were not
assigned to founders and account for the remainder for each criterion; they are either the result of recent east Eurasian or
African admixture or are rare types that could not be classified.

the remaining 577 Near Eastern samples, repeating the
founder analysis. As table 4 shows, the results are remarkably similar to those derived from use of the complete data set, with the exception of the EUP category,
which grows slightly at the expense of the others (since
several haplogroups, including U4 and W, lose founder
status and, hence, gain time depth within Europe). This
suggests that our sample size is likely to be adequate
and that most important founders have been identified.
Multiple migrations.—To try to address the problem
of possible multiple dispersals of lineages bearing the HCRS, we partitioned the fs data into migration classes,
with the H-CRS cluster omitted (the fsr analysis). We
then repartitioned the H-CRS cluster (out of the LUP
class, where it is placed when a single migration is assumed) into other feasible age categories (i.e., recent,
Neolithic, and MUP; EUP is earlier than the estimated
age of the H-CRS). The results are shown in table 4.
The Neolithic component rises to 23% (in the basic
model), and lineages are also partitioned more evenly
between LUP and MUP. Therefore the main implications
of reexpansion of the H-CRS, when this crude extrapolation from more–easily characterized lineages are
used, would be a moderate rise in the Neolithic and MUP
contributions and a concomitant fall in the LUP.
Regional analyses.—To examine the data for regional
patterns, we performed the analysis region by region,
using the fs criterion. The results are shown in table 5.
Strikingly, although the level of recent gene flow surviving under this criterion is similar for most populations,
at 5%–9%, the eastern-Mediterranean region (samples
from Thessaloniki, Sarakatsani, and Albanians) has a
very high value, 20%. This may reflect the heavy his-

torical gene flow known between Greece and other populations of the eastern Mediterranean.
With respect to their Neolithic components, the
regions fall into several groups. The southeastern, northcentral, Alpine, northeastern, and northwestern regions
of Europe have the highest components (15%–22%).
The Mediterranean zone has a consistently lower (9%–
12%) Neolithic component, suggesting that Neolithic
colonization along the coast had a demographic impact
less than that which resulted from the expansions in
central Europe. Scandinavia has a similarly low value,
and the Basque Country has the lowest value of all, only
7%.
The LUP values are, by contrast, higher toward the
west: the western Mediterranean, the Basque Country,
and the northwestern, north-central, Scandinavian, and
Alpine regions of Europe have 52%–59% LUP, with the
central-Mediterranean region having a value of almost
50%. The MUP values are perhaps highest in the Mediterranean zone, especially the central Mediterranean region. The EUP values are highest in Scandinavia, the
Basque Country, and northeastern Europe.
Discussion
Assumptions of the Founder Analysis
Several previous studies have applied the basic principles of founder analysis to human mtDNA variation
in America (Torroni et al. 1992, 1993a) and in the Pacific
(Stoneking and Wilson 1989; Stoneking et al. 1992; Sykes et al. 1995; Richards et al. 1998b). The use of Ychromosome variation for founder analysis of data from

Table 5
Percentage, of Extant European mtDNA Pool, in Each Migration Event, by Region
MEAN 5 ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE ERROR,
Southeastern
Europe
(n p 166)
Migration Event:
Bronze Age/recent
Neolithic
LUP
MUP
EUP
Erratics

8.2 5
19.7 5
44.1 5
14.6 5
10.9 5
2.6

3.3
6.0
6.5
4.9
3.2

Eastern
Mediterranean
(n p 233)
19.5 5
10.7 5
43.0 5
13.2 5
11.2 5
2.4

3.7
5.0
4.9
4.7
3.6

Central
Mediterranean
(n p 302)
4.6 5
9.2 5
49.1 5
21.1 5
12.6 5
3.3

1.6
5.1
5.8
4.4
3.1

NOTE.—Partitioning is under the five-migration model and the fs criterion.

Alps
(n p 218)
6.9 5
15.1 5
54.4 5
14.7 5
7.5 5
1.4

2.7
5.4
5.8
4.8
3.0

North-Central
Europe
(n p 332)
8.9
17.1
52.2
11.8
8.6

5 3.5
5 5.6
5 12.1
5 11.7
5 3.0
1.5

FOR

Western
Mediterranean
(n p 217)
6.3 5
12.0 5
56.3 5
14.4 5
4.5 5
6.5

2.5
4.2
5.0
4.8
3.3

Basque
Country
(n p 156)
5.4 5
6.7 5
58.8 5
13.0 5
13.6 5
2.6

2.6
4.7
4.7
3.4
2.6

Northwestern
Europe
(n p 456)
4.6 5
21.7 5
52.7 5
12.2 5
7.5 5
1.3

1.5
4.5
4.5
2.9
2.6

Scandinavia
(n p 316)
7.4 5
11.7 5
52.8 5
12.4 5
14.1 5
1.6

3.3
4.5
4.7
4.0
1.8

Northeastern
Europe
(n p 407)
5.5 5
18.0 5
43.3 5
16.0 5
14.6 5
2.7

3.0
4.5
4.4
3.5
2.6
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America also has begun (Ruiz Linares et al. 1996; Karafet et al. 1999). Both situations are thought to be likely
to be amenable to such an analysis, in that they have
relatively well-defined source regions, only one major
dispersal event, and probably minimal postsettlement
gene exchange with those regions (although they undoubtedly are more complex than usually is supposed;
see Terrell 1986).
Europe clearly presents a more difficult case. The time
depth is such that it is unclear whether the Near East
represents a suitable source population stretching back
prior to the LGM. Settlement seems likely to have occurred in multiple waves from the east and to have been
subsequently obscured by millennia of recurrent gene
flow. There may well have been significant levels of gene
flow throughout Eurasia, from the Upper Palaeolithic to
the present, particularly during the Holocene (the “Holocene filter”), which would obscure the signals of earlier
dispersals. The problem is particularly acute for the Near
East, since the latter forms the junction between three
continents. Therefore, it is important to take into account recurrent gene flow when a founder analysis of
Europe is performed.
Sample size may also be an issue. Despite a sourcepopulation sample (n p 1,234) much larger than has
been used in all previous studies, there are reasons to be
cautious. Both the higher diversity and degree of substructure in the Near East, in comparison with Europe,
and the greater number of potential founder lineages
raise the possibility that some founders may be missed
in the sampling.
Our aim was to identify the principal founder lineages
that have entered Europe and to date the times of their
entry, in order to quantify the contribution that the main
episodes of new settlement during European prehistory
have made to the modern mtDNA pool. As regularly
has been pointed out (e.g., see Barbujani et al. 1998),
the divergence time estimated on the basis of the genetic
diversity of the population as a whole will not, in general, indicate the time of settlement. This is because some
of the preexisting diversity of the source population is
expected to be carried into the derived population, so
that some of the earlier branches in the genealogy will
have been generated in the former rather than in the
latter. The founder methodology is intended to take into
account the presence of ancestral heterogeneity in the
founding population. The principle is to sample extensively from the likely source population and to identify
matching lineages between the source population and
the derived population. The diversity in the derived population can then be corrected to allow for the preexisting
diversity generated before the founder event. However,
several assumptions that are involved when this is attempted should be made explicit:
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1. We assume that the Near East was the source
region for most of the genetic variation extant in Europe. For the Neolithic, this assumption is readily justified on archaeological grounds (Henry 1989; Harris
1996); it is much less secure as one goes farther back
in time, although archaeologists have argued in favor
of a Near Eastern origin for the EUP, and it is even
possible that the Aurignacian industry may have
spread from the Levant and Anatolia (Gilead 1991;
Mellars 1992; Olszewski and Dibble 1994; Bar-Yosef
1998). Analyses of classical genetic markers have also
indicated expansions from the Near East, albeit also
from eastern Europe (Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994). The
raw age estimates for the major clusters in Europe and
the Near East are consistent with this assumption,
since they indicate that the clusters are at least as
old—and, in some cases, considerably older—in the
Near East compared with Europe. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that significant dispersals
may have originated not in the Near East but in either
the northern Caucasus or eastern Europe, as has been
suggested for the MUP (Soffer 1987). Given the high
levels of drift that have occurred in the northern Caucasus (which have resulted in markedly non-starlike
phylogenies for most haplogroups), our present sample size of 208 is insufficient for realistic estimation
of the age of the various haplogroups.
2. We assume that the Near East and Europe can
be meaningfully considered as well-separated populations. This overlooks the extreme proximity of
Greece and Turkey, for example. In fact, the historical
evidence for gene flow between Europe and the Near
East provides strong grounds for assuming that there
is at least some back-migration from Europe across
the Bosporus—or, farther east, across the Caucasus
into the Near East—throughout the past 10,000 years.
Candidates include the Philistine migrations from the
Aegean into the Levant during the Bronze Age (Kuhrt
1995; Tubb 1998); the expansion of Greek, Phrygian,
and Armenian speakers into western Anatolia, central Anatolia, and Armenia, respectively, ∼1,200 B.C.
(Redgate 1998); and the importation of European as
well as African slaves by the Islamic caliphs of Syria
and Iraq during the medieval period (Lewis 1998).
Recurrent gene flow would raise the number of
matches between the two regions—and would reduce
the estimated divergence times. That said, the level of
recurrent gene flow has certainly not been large
enough to equilibrate the European and Near Eastern
mtDNA pools. However, the question of back-migration is one of the major challenges for this analysis,
a challenge that we have addressed by demanding
further evidence—that is, more evidence than merely
the existence of a shared node in the phylogeny—of
a Near Eastern origin for any founder candidate.
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3. A further assumption for the founder methodology is the infinite-alleles model—that is, that recurrent mutation is not a disturbing factor. In fact, parallel mutation and back-mutation are an important
force in mtDNA, especially in the control region (Hasegawa et al. 1993), a force that, again, will artificially
raise the number of matches between the two regions,
thereby acting to reduce the divergence times. Our
founder criteria again endeavor to address this issue
by attributing an independent origin to recently derived shared types.
4. The method assumes that most of the founding
lineages have survived in the source population and
that they have all been sampled. For a region as genetically diverse as the Near East, this assumption
may be problematic, even with the sample of 11,200
presented here. Failure to identify important founders would increase the estimated age of the founder
events. A recent founder analysis of Icelandic mtDNA
makes this point well (Helgason et al. 2000). The
sparseness of Near Eastern data previously available
was a handicap for previous studies of the settlement
of Europe (Richards et al. 1996; Barbujani et al. 1998;
Renfrew 1998). However, several lines of reasoning
suggest that we may have identified the majority of
important founders by use of the present, larger-scale
analysis. First, one argument against equating the Icelandic settlement with the European (Neolithic) founder scenario is that in the former case there likely was
punctuated displacement of some unknown population(s), whereas in the latter case the expansion (in
both range and head count) affected a large territory
in the source, as well as in the settled areas, so that
founders should be much easier to identify. Second,
by employing a phylogenetic approach to the identification of founder candidates, rather than simply
screening for sequence matches, we identify many candidate nodes in the network, even if they are unsampled. Third, although we have identified a large number of founders, we also have identified a similarly
large number of likely back-migrants, using our
screening criteria. In comparison with major founder
types, back-migrants are likely to be rare in the source
population, having typically arrived in the population
more recently and at low frequency; this suggests that
further searching would tend to uncover more backmigrants than genuine founder lineages. Furthermore,
the outcome of our partitioning analysis was very little
affected when we excluded a large proportion (∼50%)
of the Near Eastern sample: Egyptians, Turks, Kurds,
Armenians, and Azeris. This implies both that the
sample is adequate and that the presence of peripheral
and intermediate populations in the Near East has not
unduly skewed the results.
5. It is an implicit assumption of the founder anal-
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ysis that each founder type is involved in only a single
migration. If the same founder type were involved in
two migrations, the estimated age of the founder in
the derived population would be sometime between
the age of the two events. However, if there were more
than two migrations, the problem would become more
acute. In practice, this is only likely to be a problem
in the case of the CRS-derived founder cluster in haplogroup H. When only HVS-I data, a minimum of
diagnostic RFLP sites, and, when available, HVS-II
data are used, this part of the mtDNA genealogy is
not well resolved. The H-CRS sequence type, which
is as much as 30,000 years old, represents 6% of the
Near Eastern lineages and 16% of the European lineages, and the H-CRS cluster in the fs analysis amounts
to 38% of the European lineages. Other founder types
were either infrequent in the Near East or insufficiently old to have contributed to more than two consecutive dispersals. Our response to this difficulty
therefore focused on the H-CRS founder, exploring
how the outcome was effected by repartitioning this
cluster in the proportions exhibited by the remainder
of the data.
6. With regard to the formation of the distinct populations, the method also assumes a model in which
only a limited number of types are transferred, during
each successive phase of settlement. The outcome in
the present day is a genetic palimpsest. This contrasts
with the model of sequential population splits, which
is often assumed in classical population genetics (e.g.,
see Cavalli-Sforza et al. 1994). Simulations (not
shown) suggest that, as the initial size of the derived
population approaches that of the source population,
the founder methodology will overestimate the divergence time of clusters in the derived population, since
the number of founders would become too large to
be adequately sampled. Several features of worldwide
mtDNA diversity patterns imply support for strong
founder effects during colonization—for example,
during the late-Pleistocene movement of anatomically
modern humans out of Africa (Watson et al. 1997;
Quintana-Murci et al. 1999) and during the colonization of Oceania from Indonesia (Redd et al. 1995;
Sykes et al. 1995; Richards et al. 1998b).
7. These assumptions are, of course, in addition to
the usual problems associated with genetic dating.
These problems include the rate of mutation and the
dependence of the variance on the demographic history, as reflected in the shape of the genealogy. It has
been argued elsewhere that the mutation rate is well
supported (Macaulay et al. 1997), and, since we are
usually dating very starlike mtDNA phylogenies when
dealing with European founder candidates, the demographic-variance issue may not be a major problem
for the dating of most pan-European clusters. For
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some minor non-starlike clusters, such as I, J1b, and
J2 in Europe, the variance of these time estimates is
certainly underestimated. Furthermore, it is quite possible that the phylogeny of a small cluster could appear
starlike and yet that the underlying genealogy could
be markedly structured, since the phylogeny may resolve only a small fraction of the underlying genealogy; in such a case, although r would be an unbiased
estimator of the TMRCA of the sample, the variance
would again be underestimated.
Migration into the Near East
We have employed a novel method to identify and
quantify back-migration from Europe and the Near East.
We have done this by identifying two European haplogroups (i.e., U5 and V) that appear to have evolved
in situ. Extrapolating from the frequency of these clusters in the Near East has provided us with estimates for
back-migration in general. These are strikingly high. We
estimate that 10%–20% of extant Near Eastern lineages
have a European ancestry, although this estimate falls
to 6%–8% for the core zone of the Fertile Crescent. This
contrasts with estimates of ∼5% for sub-Saharan African
lineages and only ∼2% for lineages originating in eastern
Eurasia. It emphasizes the importance of taking backmigration from Europe into account when colonization
times are estimated by founder analysis.
Distribution of European Colonization Times
We first performed a naive founder analysis, using all
founder candidates (f0). Although this analysis makes
no allowance whatsoever for back-migration, the result
from the partition analysis is interesting for what it does
not show. Even this analysis attributes only 49% of maternal lineages to the Neolithic expansion, contradicting
extreme Neolithic demic-diffusion–replacement views
such as those of Chikhi et al. (1998a). Even when we
allow for multiple dispersals of the H-CRS, by repartitioning this cluster within Europe, the analysis yields a
Neolithic component of only slightly 150% (data not
shown).
The Neolithic components in the f1, f2, and fs analyses
were 22%, 12%, and 13%, respectively; the fsr value
reaches 23% when possible multiple migrations of the
H-CRS are allowed. This robustness to differing criteria
for the exclusion of back-migration and recurrent mutation suggests that the Neolithic contribution to the
extant mtDNA pool is probably on the order of 10%–
20% overall. Our regional analyses support this, with
values of ∼20% for southeastern, central, northwestern,
and northeastern Europe. The principal clusters involved
seem to have been most of J, T1, and U3, with a possible
H component. This would suggest that the early-Neo-
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lithic LBK expansions through central Europe did indeed
include a substantial demic component, as has been proposed both by archaeologists and by geneticists (Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza 1984; Sokal et al. 1991).
Incoming lineages, at least on the maternal side, were
nevertheless in the minority, in comparison with indigenous Mesolithic lineages whose bearers adopted the
new way of life. This does not exclude the possibility
that acculturation occurred principally in southeastern Europe and that there was considerable replacement
in central Europe. The Mesolithic component is even
higher along the Mediterranean coastline, where archaeologists have suggested Neolithic pioneer colonization of uninhabited coastal areas by boat and a developing patchwork of coexisting Mesolithic and
Neolithic communities for several millennia (Zilhão
1993, 1998). The Neolithic component here is ∼10%.
It is similar in Scandinavia, where, again, the development of the Neolithic was very late and the impact of
newcomers likely was slight. It is lowest of all, as might
be expected, in the Basque Country (7%), although the
presence of a number of rare European types at elevated frequency in the Basques points to the action of genetic drift in the region, as well as to a lack of Neolithic
settlement. It is worth noting that the consistency between these results and the evidence of archaeology provides additional support for the founder methodology.
Our analyses provide little support for Mesolithic dispersals into Europe after the Younger Dryas glacial interlude, suggesting that, if they occurred at all, they
probably were limited to ∼10% of the total.
The new analyses confirm that the greatest impact on
the modern mtDNA pool was migration during the LUP.
The regional analyses lend some support to the suggestion that much of western and central Europe was repopulated largely from the southwest when the climate
improved, as has been suggested, on both archaeological
(Housley et al. 1997) and genetic (Torroni et al. 1998)
grounds, by previous studies. The LUP component is
highest in western and central Europe and is slightly
lower to the north and east. However, allowing for multiple dispersals modifies the picture somewhat. The LUP
component is on the order of 45%–60% of extant lineages in the fs analysis but falls to ∼36% if the H-CRS
is repartitioned to allow for possible multiple expansions. The lineages involved include much of the most
common haplogroup, H, as well as much of K, T, W,
and X.
Whether there were migrations of H into Europe from
the east during the LUP is unclear, but, despite the assumptions of the founder analysis, such immigrations
seem unlikely to constitute the main LUP component,
for several reasons. First, there is little or no archaeological evidence for expansions from the Near East during the Late Glacial period, and there is strong evidence
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for major demographic expansions from core areas in
southwestern Europe and probably also central and
southeastern Europe (Jochim 1987; Soffer 1987; Housley et al. 1997). Second, haplogroup V, the sister cluster
of H within HV, appears to have evolved within Europe,
possibly in the southwest, and to have expanded with
the LUP component (Torroni et al. 1998). Finally, the
LUP component is most common in the west (the western-Mediterranean region, the Basque Country, and
northwestern Europe), substantiating its western origin.
Although a Near Eastern refugium giving rise to fresh
European immigration after the LGM is not impossible,
the dates for the major founders of H (especially the HCRS, 16304, and 16362-16482) can be readily explained if bottlenecks in Europe at the LGM were sufficiently dramatic to partially erase preexisting diversity.
The fact that the overall age of the European H-CRS
cluster in the f2 and fs analyses is somewhat greater than
the LUP date of, for example, haplogroup V and the
H–16304, K, and T founder clusters, might also support
this suggestion. Fortunately, this hypothesis is testable.
We can date the H-CRS founder cluster in mainland
Italy, where continuity would be expected between MUP
populations and LUP populations (Bietti 1990; Leighton 1999). In this region, the Late Glacial–expansion
cluster V (Torroni et al. 1998) is rare, and a founder
analysis suggests a date of ∼24,000 YBP (95% CR p
16,400–32,900) for the H-CRS cluster—markedly older
than the age for the continent overall. This is supported
by the regional analysis shown in table 5, in which the
central-Mediterranean region has the greatest MUP
component outside the Caucasus, where continuity may
also be anticipated (Dolukhanov 1994). It seems plausible, then, that many founders of haplogroup H—and,
possibly, founders from other haplogroups dating to the
LUP, such as much of K, T, W, and X—may have (a)
arrived prior to the LGM, (b) suffered reductions in
diversity, as a result of population contractions at the
onset of the LGM, and (c) subsequently reexpanded.
As we move back in time, the picture becomes less
clear. The value for the MUP is rather low in the basic
fs analysis, at ∼10%–15%, and is highest along the Mediterranean, especially in the central-Mediterranean region. However, after allowance is made for multiple expansions of the H-CRS, it rises to ∼25% overall. The
contributing clusters are mainly HV*, I, U4, and (in the
repartitioned version) H. For the first settlement of Europe, at least, the picture seems to be clearer. The regional EUP component varies 5%–15% and comprises
mainly haplogroup U5. The values are highest in southern and eastern Europe, as well as in Scandinavia and
the Basque Country.
These analyses allow us to quantify the effects that
various prehistoric processes have had on the composition of the modern mtDNA pool of Europe. They sug-
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gest that !10% of extant lineages date back to the first
colonization of Europe by anatomically modern humans
and that ∼20% arrived during the Neolithic. Most of
the other lineages seem most likely to have arrived during the MUP and to have reexpanded during the LUP.
Given the uncertainties associated with the analyses, we
should not rule out the possibility of a Mesolithic migration, but we have found virtually no evidence supporting this idea. The results of our study are consistent
with the archaeological evidence but, nevertheless, are
interesting for the low values obtained for the demic
component of the Neolithic expansion. Classical analyses, which were the first that used genetic data to predict
colonization from the Near East (Ammerman and Cavalli-Sforza 1984; Sokal et al. 1991; Cavalli-Sforza et al.
1994), have often been interpreted as implying a majority Neolithic input, but the identification of relatively
few markers showing northwest-southeast clines (e.g.,
see Sokal et al. 1989) seems to be consistent with the
mtDNA picture. Indeed, Cavalli-Sforza and Minch
(1997) also have recently interpreted the low proportion
of variance associated with the first principal component
for classical markers (26%) as implying a minority contribution from the Neolithic newcomers. It remains to
be seen whether similar results will be obtained by performing such analyses on Y-chromosome data, preliminary analyses of which have indicated northwest-southeast clines (Semino et al. 1996; Casalotti et al. 1999).
Nevertheless, particularly in view of the possibility of
hypergamy (in which case, the mtDNA picture might
somewhat underestimate the overall Neolithic genetic
contribution; see Cavalli-Sforza and Minch 1997), it
seems that a consensus may be within reach.
Finally, it is important to bear in mind that these values indicate the likely contribution of each prehistoric
expansion to the composition of the present-day mtDNA
pool. Extrapolating from this information to details of
the demography at the time of the migration, although
of course highly desirable for the reconstruction of archaeological processes, is unlikely to be straightforward.
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